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the xp sp3 installation tools automatically detect the new and existing volumes on your hard disk and will install windows automatically. this is not true of xp sp1 or earlier or vista
or later. if you are running vista or xp sp1 or earlier, the xp sp3 installation files must be burned to a new cd. after you have created the cd using the xp sp3 pre-installed setup

program, the xp sp3 installation files must be burned to a new cd. you cannot use the existing, pre-sp3 xp installation cd to install sp3. it must be the new, xp sp3 install cd. this is
one file and one path. regardless of the version of xp (sp1, sp2, sp3, or otherwise), it should be in the same directory of the version of windows. so, if you're using xp sp3, you put it
in c:\xp\i386. in xp sp1 and sp2, it's in c:\windows\. you can also use the folder name to install sp3:\\<nodename>\i386. this folder name will work on your xp computer even if the
directory name is set to something else. press any key to reboot with the installation program. during the windows xp service pack 3 installation process, you will be prompted to
insert the windows xp installation cd for the first time during setup. a major change in the xp service pack 3 release is the introduction of. the installation of this driver can be very

painful if you use a dvd instead of a cd. make sure that you select the option to install windows. the following two options can be selected: windows update can give you a new
version of the windows operating system (including windows xp service pack 2). it checks the existing version of windows xp sp2 on your computer, and then downloads the new

files. if you select start now, the windows update program will download the new files and install them on your computer.
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welcome to the third article in a series about using dvd-rws to create a software delivery disk for
your windows application. prior to creating a dvd-rw, you need to create a bootable image of the

windows installation dvd you want to use to deliver the application to end-users. to help you do that,
this article presents two easy methods for creating a bootable image of the windows installation dvd.

the first method includes a step-by-step procedure that includes simple shortcuts for many of the
steps youll have to complete to create the bootable image. the second method is to use a free tool
called ripspecs to create the bootable image. this tool comes with the dvd-rws software distribution
package you get when you purchase a dvd-rw from your local computer shop. all you have to do is

launch this tool, and then follow the prompts the tool gives you. most of the time when you create a
bootable image with a dvd-rw, the creation process will complete in only a few minutes. once you

have created a bootable image of the windows installation dvd, you can use this bootable image to
create a dvd-rw from your windows xp professional cd/dvd that you can then use to deliver your

software package to end-users. magellan is an excellent example of software that you can create a
windows xp slipstreaming cd-rom that users can install to get the applications they want. for more
information about the magellan program, click the following article numbers to view the articles in
the microsoft knowledge base: adding the x86_enu.txt, x86_he.txt, and x86_hr.txt language files to
the directories where these files reside on your source folder allows you to build a custom windows
xp installation that includes the english, croatian, and hebrew language files. if you use the enable
option setting to build a custom version of windows xp, these files appear in the same directory as
the targetdir folder. however, they can be built to and stored in a separate folder to conserve space

on your cd-rom disc. 5ec8ef588b
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